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MaxMem is a compact, non-invasive memory cleaner. It automatically and immediately frees RAM that is not in use and thus increases the performance of your computer. free memory with maxmem A memory cleaner for Windows. Free RAM not in use. MaxMem (Memory Cleaner) MaxMem is a compact, non-invasive memory cleaner. It automatically and immediately frees
RAM that is not in use and thus increases the performance of your computer. MaxMem is designed for Windows Vista/2000/XP. It is compatible with all Microsoft Windows operating systems since Windows 98. MaxMem is able to work as a memory profiler for software developers and as a system administrator. MaxMem is able to work as a memory profiler for software
developers and as a system administrator. MaxMem will automatically release unnecessary memory on your PC, on Windows systems in particular and will improve the performance of your computer. This free memory can be used by the system to run other programs. MaxMem releases memory automatically without the need for user intervention and thus frees memory on
Windows automatically. MaxMem has a simple interface, it is designed for users with little knowledge of computer programming. MaxMem frees memory, it does not create new programs or applications. The system is thus not negatively affected by the cleanup action. With MaxMem you can release memory and improve the performance of your system, but you do not have to
worry about the program freeing all your RAM. With MaxMem you will get a lot more time to use your computer for other things. MaxMem is completely compatible with all Microsoft Windows Operating Systems. MaxMem frees memory on Windows. On Windows, MaxMem will be able to release memory that can be used by programs and the system. With MaxMem you
can gain time to work on your computer as opposed to running out of RAM. Removes unneeded programs, it does not generate new ones. Thus, it does not affect the performance of your computer. MaxMem frees the memory that is not in use on Windows systems. This is due to the fact that it is removed in a way that it is not detrimental to the computer. MaxMem will run as a
background process. It is able to work independently on Windows, thus it is not required to run it when the system is being used. MaxMem will analyze the memory of a system
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KeyMACRO is a tool to convert some of your computer keyboard's functions into macro keys. The program uses up to 4 decimal points for calculations on any number, allowing you to write expressions such as 1.0 or 10,000.00. The program has a simple interface, which can be used to learn or set the key. Program features: 1. It is very easy to use: Just click the mouse button
over the key of the keyboard that you want to use, then input the calculation. 2. It has four key sets: decimal key set, a set of basic functions, an on-screen keyboard and a matrix keyboard. 3. The program has a built-in history, which allows you to record your keystrokes with more than 100 variables (e.g., 0.1, 0.2, 1.0, 1.1, 2.0, etc.). 4. You can export all macros or just a specific
set of macros. 5. Macro functions are activated and deactivated in just a few seconds, even in the taskbar. 6. You can add a new set of macros to the program by pressing the "Import" button. 7. You can assign macros to different keys of the keyboard. 8. You can assign macros to more than one keyboard. 9. You can assign a key combination to a macro. 10. You can assign a key
combination to more than one macro. 11. You can assign a macro to a mouse button or a function. 12. You can add a keyboard function to a macro. 13. You can change the size of the keyboard. 14. You can delete the macro history of the program. 15. The program is set to display the data of the macros in a text box. 16. The program has a small interface that is very easy to use.
17. It is very easy to program macros and to change their settings. 18. The macros can be created using a maximum of 10 variables. 19. You can open a macro that was previously saved, or you can create a new one with just one click. 20. You can import macros from other software. KeyMACRO Requirements: Windows XP / Vista / 7 Program size: 9 Mb Supported operating
system: Windows 98, Windows 2000, Windows XP / Vista / 7 Supported languages: English, French, Italian HoneyGUI Description: 1d6a3396d6
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Make sure that your PC always has enough RAM to run all of your applications, Windows 10 HealthCheck app is an utility that provides many useful features for PC, such as health & performance monitoring, a quick look for system health and guide you how to solve computer problems quickly. It also can be used as a system monitor. Windows 10 HealthCheck app is built by
Microsoft to collect information of your computer system including CPU, Memory, HDD and Network for monitoring and troubleshooting. Features: - Reminders: Windows 10 HealthCheck app helps you track your computer issues and remind you to take the actions to solve it with the Reminders function. For example, when it's time to make the backup of your data, it will
prompt you that you haven't done it yet. - Action Schedules: There are many actions to take on your computer, e.g. fixing something. You can set specific times or recurring schedules for your actions to remind you when to run them. - Security: Get your computer secure with HealthCheck app's Security function which helps you to secure your PC, including Activating Microsoft
Security Essentials, then you can monitor the security status in real-time. It also can lock your PC when any program that is not trusted is running. - Performance: The performance of your PC is important for the smooth operation of your computer. Windows 10 HealthCheck app can check and report on your computer's Performance and it's shown in detail on one page, with
charts and graphs. - Cleanup: Windows 10 HealthCheck app also can show you how to clean up your computer and remove the unnecessary files. It can also clean your computer's registry automatically with the Cleanup function. - Report: Windows 10 HealthCheck app can report on the errors, warnings or other computer problems. - Health Check: Windows 10 HealthCheck app
offers you a simple and quick way to check your computer's health and performance. - Basic usage guide: To learn how to use the Windows 10 HealthCheck app, please read the in-app tutorial. - No internet required: Windows 10 HealthCheck app doesn't need the internet, but it is supported with update of the app (Windows 10 Anniversary Update). - Compatible with Windows
10 and Windows Server 2016: Windows 10 HealthCheck app is fully compatible with Windows 10 and Windows Server 2016. - Compatible with Windows 8, 8.1, 8th, 10th, Server 2012, Server 2012 R2: Windows 10 HealthCheck

What's New in the?
MaxMem is a simple application which provides a graphical user interface for the automatic freeing of RAM. The intuitive and easy-to-use user interface provides clear information on the status of the RAM. It is easy to set up the different programs you want to start at certain memory levels. The available memory levels can be configured to zero or 100% of the total RAM.
They are, in short, a menu where users have the option to choose what to delete from their hard drive. While Windows does a fairly good job at managing memory as far as it goes, the time when that memory is freed up is quite random and unplanned. Right-click the Start button in the Start Menu to get started. 1 Selecting the Start Menu. The left half of the screen shows the
categories of the start menu while the right half shows the items in each category. Windows usually does a fairly good job in freeing up memory when it comes to essential functions like Internet Explorer or the Windows media player. However, when it comes to the large numbers of programs that come bundled with Windows (or purchased from third-party software stores), the
memory management tools in Windows are poor. They are, in short, a menu where users have the option to choose what to delete from their hard drive. While Windows does a fairly good job at managing memory as far as it goes, the time when that memory is freed up is quite random and unplanned. Right-click the Start button in the Start Menu to get started. 2 Selecting the
Start Menu. The left half of the screen shows the categories of the start menu while the right half shows the items in each category. 3 Selecting the Programs category. The left half of the screen shows the categories of the start menu while the right half shows the items in each category. 4 Selecting the Programs category. The left half of the screen shows the categories of the
start menu while the right half shows the items in each category. 5 Selecting the All Programs category. The left half of the screen shows the categories of the start menu while the right half shows the items in each category. 6 Selecting the All Programs category. The left half of the screen shows the categories of the start menu while the right half shows the items in each
category. At the very least users should be able to clear out the temporary files that Windows creates. It's a simple process that can be done in the control panel's Disk Cleanup application. This tool does its job in a fairly clean fashion, freeing up space that was simply not needed. However, it is prone to errors, which is to be expected in an application that does such a dirty job as
this. You may want to use this tool if you can tell when it is safe to do so.
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System Requirements:
Hardware: Intel 64-bit processor or AMD 64-bit processor with SSE2, SSE4.1 or SSE4.2 support. Intel 64-bit processor or AMD 64-bit processor with SSE2, SSE4.1 or SSE4.2 support. Memory: 4 GB RAM 4 GB RAM Video: DirectX 11 and Shader Model 5.0 compliant video card DirectX 11 and Shader Model 5.0 compliant video card Sound: DirectX 11.1 sound card with 4
channels DirectX 11.
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